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however, i had come across the msdn article and followed the instructions in there, the original article was last updated in 2004 and appeared to work fine, i remembered reading the program name as universal usbinstaller or
something similar, and the author was part of the microsoft windows user community. run the ubuntu software center, search for universal usb installer, and install it. (it will then create a shortcut to "universal usb installer" in
the applications menu, right next to the ubuntu software center. im going to run this version as the first step) after installation, reboot the computer (and hopefully you will have a functioning os), and launch the universal usb

installer (after it restarts) in the os. (you can use the shortcut to universal usb installer created by the ubuntu software center, or you can create a new shortcut to it (right click on the desktop and select "create new" or "link to
application" and search for universal usb installer, making sure you point to the "universal usb installer" program that was installed when you first started ubuntu). once the first session is completed, go back to the universal
usb installer and follow the on-screen instructions. usually, after the first session, it will say something like: "congratulations, all steps were completed successfully. you're now ready to make a bootable usb drive of the linux

operating system that you installed on the usb drive". just let the tool finish its task. view / edit / save-as: you can open any file with hirens' bootcd and save it under a different name. all your files remain the same, but you can
keep a copy on your hard drive with the boot cd's editor.
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this is a common problem with older hardware. the dmi (direct memory access) bios is installed from the ram chip and is not configured to work the way you want, so you have to flash the bios chip with a newer version. another problem may be that the bios is showing an
incorrect partition layout, so check that. when you have the dmi bios flashed, go through the boot process again. if you see "bootmgr is missing" messages, try to reinstall the windows booting files onto a floppy disk or partition that you can boot from. you can do this by
going to the start menu, typing "cd" and pressing space bar. the key will boot from the cd drive and allow you to use the "recovery console" to do this. from the recovery console, type "bootrec /fixmbr" and then "bootrec /fixboot" and then quit press the windows logo key
plus any key on your keyboard. a menu will come up. the most useful option here is option 1 - troubleshoot (start-> troubleshoot)- let the computer diagnose the error. try to restart your computer and see what happens. you are booting from the wrong device. boot from
another hdd or cd, then follow the steps that i mentioned above to reinstall the windows booting files onto a floppy disk or partition that you can boot from. you can do this by going to the start menu, typing "cd" and pressing space bar. the key will boot from the cd drive

and allow you to use the "recovery console" to do this. from the recovery console, type "bootrec /fixmbr" and then "bootrec /fixboot" and then quit 5ec8ef588b
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